
Gently massaging tender areas increases circulation bringing much needed 
nutrients and literally washing away biochemicals that cause pain. When cells 
are properly nourished, they are more resilient to physical stress and less likely 
to keep sending out pain signals. Applying pressure to tight, painful areas 
temporarily reduces blood flow that immediately increases when the pressure 
is removed. With this increased blood flow, the biochemistry of the area is 
changed and the sensation of pain is changed. This begins to immediately 
relieve some of the discomfort of tense, tight muscles.  When you reduce 
your level of pain you can begin to gently stretch those tight muscles helping 
restore normal muscle activity and blood flow.
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How To Use Your 
        Trigger Point PRO

The key to the effectiveness of the Trigger Point PRO is leverage. When you 
place the rounded knob (at the end of the large curve) against a tender area, 
the rest of the tool will automatically be positioned on the opposite side of 
your body.  Its hand holds allow you to rotate the tool while keeping the knob 
against the body. This changes the angle and massages that spot. As you move 
the tool away from the body, it increases the pressure against that tender spot.  
Apply enough pressure to change the continuous sensation but be careful not 
to use too much pressure as that will cause bruising and increase your 
discomfort! Do not apply pressure directly over joints, bones, arteries or veins 
– this device is designed to be used on muscles.
 
Do not use this device if you are pregnant. The most effective muscle 
response comes from a press, hold, & release pattern with pressure being 
applied for up to 8-10 seconds at a time.  If pain increases, reduce the 
pressure and the duration. If the area is very tender, you may find that you 
need to start with surrounding muscles. As the discomfort reduces, you will 
be able to work closer to the trigger point/painful area. As the muscles relax, 
you can increase the duration and the force of the pressure.

To treat larger areas, rotate more and/or move the knob slowly across the 
muscle. Many report longer-lasting relief following the session when they apply a 
cold pack, which reduce inflammation, or hot pack, which increases circulation. 

Techniques

Just a few minutes is all that is needed to produce results!  Beginning users get 
so enthusiastic from getting such quick  results, they often overdo by using the 
Trigger Point PRO too long  or too often inadvertently producing more muscle 
tension and pain.  Guard against overuse!  Caution: Begin with short sessions and 
light pressure until your muscles get used to this form of bodywork.
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The Trigger Point PRO has been designed to help relieve muscle  tension. It is not intended for 
treatment of serious injuries or  conditions. We are not liable for results from misuse or attempted  
treatment of medical conditions. We advise that you consult with a medical practitioner for advice 
and treatment of any and all medical conditions before beginning a therapeutic massage, stretching, 
or exercise program. Please note the following:

• Do not use on wounds or injuries.

• Use on muscles.  Do not use on bones, joints, veins, or arteries.

• Do not use on areas of inflammation

• Only have short sessions in the beginning to prevent the overuse  that might result in muscle     
   soreness lasting up to 24-36 hours.

• Too much pressure will result in bruising.  If bruising occurs, do not use until all bruising has healed,  
   then resume with much less  pressure

• This is not a toy and it should be kept out of the reach of children.

Recommendations for Use
Warmed muscles respond most effectively to the 
Trigger Point PRO. To achieve the maximum benefit, 
we recommend starting each session after  a warm 
bath or shower or some gentle stretching. A few deep 
breaths help you relax reducing muscle tension. While 
using your Trigger Point PRO, try to relax the tight 
muscle and associated muscles as much as possible so 
the tool does the work and less pressure will be needed.

We designed the Trigger Point PRO as the ideal self-massage tool. This deep 
pressure massager is shaped to make it easy to for you to massage trigger 
points and painful muscle areas, even those especially hard-to-reach areas like 
the back of the upper arm and the mid and low back.  We even offer a 
reflexology foot knob to increase its effectiveness! Its unique shape with its 
short projections and rounded knobs allow you to not only increase circulation 
but also apply as much pressure as needed to help loosen tight muscles. We 
believe this is one of those most effective self-care tools available anywhere!

• Ideal for self-massage
• Perfect for performing trigger-point therapy on yourself
• Wonderful for helping loosen tight muscles
• Excellent for getting the right angle for reflexology

Benefits

• Reduced muscle tension
• Increased circulation
• Interruption of the pain cycle
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Distributed by Massage Warehouse.  800-910-9955.


